Retinoblastoma cell lines Y79, RB355 and WERI-Rb27 are genetically related.
Genesis of the childhood ocular tumor retinoblastoma results from the mutational inactivation of a single gene, RB, located on chromosome 13. Cultured cells or cell lines derived from retinoblastomas have been extensively studied for insight into mutational mechanisms of RB inactivation, functional properties of wild-type RB alleles, and pathways of retinal differentiation. Three such cell lines (Y79, RB355 and WERI-Rb27) were previously shown to have similar, heterozygous rearrangements of their RB genes, suggesting a common mutational mechanism affecting a specific region of the gene. This proposal was based on the premise that all three mutations occurred independently. By using molecular analyses of human genetic polymorphisms, we now show that these three cell lines are in fact genetically related, despite their different origins, morphologies, growth characteristics, and karyotypes. Interpretation of these and other published data suggest that both RB355 and WERI-Rb27 are probably sublines of Y79.